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Abstract 

In spatial analysis, many operations are performed considering the neighbouring locations of a 

feature. The standard definition of a neighbourhood is an area confined by geometrical length and 

direction with respect to its focus. When allocating a location for a service, the population distribution is 

often considered. Standard GIS software includes tools for computations with uniform 

neighbourhoods, usually equal sized circles. These tools can be used for distribution analysis. 

Many geographic studies used as basis for city planning decisions use distance as an evaluator. It is a 

frequent occurrence that the actual distance is approximated using factored straight-line distance. For 

great distances and large datasets, this is a sufficient means of evaluation, whilst for smaller distances 

for specific locations, it poses major drawbacks. 

For distribution analysis in a network space, the neighbourhood would need to be derived from the 

local set of network features, creating a unique neighbourhood for each location. The neighbourhood 

can then be used to overlay other datasets to perform analysis of features within the network space. 

This report describes the application of network distance based neighbourhoods to design a tool, 

Network Location Analysis, for calculating focal statistics for use as a city planning decision support. 

The tool has been implemented as a workflow of ArcGIS tools scripted as a Python toolbox. The input 

required by the tool is a population point layer and a vector network dataset. The output is a grid of 

points with population statistics as attributes and corresponding neighbourhoods generalized as 

polygons. 

The tool has been tested by comparing it to standard focal operations implemented in ArcGIS and by 

applying it to the dataset used when conducting a study on the location of a new metro station using 

conventional ArcGIS tools. The results have been analysed and visualized and compared to data used 

in the study. 

The result concludes that Network Location Analysis surpasses conventional ArcGIS tools when 

conducting analysis on features in a network. It derives an accurate set of sum and proximity statistics 

for all locations within the processing extent, enabling analysis on the population distribution 

throughout the area and for specific points. The output is intuitive, manageable and can be visualized 

as raster or by displaying the neighbourhoods as polygons and can be used to evaluate population 

distribution and network connectivity. The drawbacks of the tool are its lack of robustness, its rigidity to 

input and the inefficient implementation causing execution time to be unpractical. 

Keywords: GIS, Map algebra, Focal sum, Focal Proximity, Network Analysis, Network Space, 

Location Problem, City Planning, Arcpy, Density map, Hotspot map 
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Sammanfattning 

Vid spatiala analyser görs många operationer med hänsyn till närliggande objekt. Inom GIS är 

standarddefinitionen av ett grannskap en yta bestämd av geometrisk riktning och avstånd i förhållande 

till dess fokus. I samband med platsanalyser för lokalisering av service tas ofta befolkningsutbredning 

med i beräkningarna. Vanliga GIS-programvaror har verktyg för beräkningar med uniforma grannskap, 

ofta cirklar. Dessa kan användas för att göra utbredningsanalyser. 

Många geografiska studier som används som grund för stadsplaneringsbeslut beror av avstånd. Det 

är vanligt att det faktiska transportavståndet approximeras med omskalat fågelvägsavstånd. För långa 

avstånd och stora datamängder utgör metoden en god uppskatting, men för kortare avstånd för 

enskilda punkter medför den stora nackdelar. 

För utbredningsanalyser i ett nätverk behöver grannskapet härledas från närliggande delar av 

nätverket, vilket skulle utforma unika grannskap för var punkt. Granskapen kan sedan användas för att 

överlagra andra datalager för att möjliggöra analyser av utbredningen av föremål i nätverksrymden. 

Den här rapporten behandlar användandet av nätverksavståndsbaserade grannskap för att konstruera 

ett verktyg, Network Location Analysis, för beräkning av utbredningsstatistik som beslutsstöd inom 

stadsplanering. Verktyget är implementerat som ett arbetsflöde av ArcGIS-verktyg skrivet som en 

Python toolbox. Verktygets indata är populationsdata i form av ett punktlager samt nätverksdata på 

vektorform. Utdatan är att gitter av punkter med befolkningsstatistik som attribut samt 

korresponderande grannskap generaliserade som polygoner. 

Verktyget har testats genom att jämföra det med konventionella granskapsbaserade operationer 

implementerade i ArcGIS samt genom att tillämpa verktyget på en studie av placeringen av en 

tunnelbanestation i vilken konventionella ArcGIS verktyg användes. Resultatet har analyserats och 

visualiserats samt jämförts med data soma nvänts i studien. 

Resultatet tyder på att Network Location Analysis överträffar konventionella ArcGIS verktyg vid 

analyser i nätverk. Det skapar statistisk data av hög precision för hela utredningsytan och möjliggör 

analys av befolkningsutbredning över ytan som helhet och för enskilda. Utdatan är intuitiv, hanterbar 

och kan visualiseras som raster eller genom att visa grannskap som polygoner och kan nyttjas för att 

utvärdera konnektiviteten i nätverket. Nackdelarna med verktyget är att det inte är robust, att det är 

inflexibilitet för indata samt den ineffektiva implementeringen vilken gör exekveringstiderna opraktiska.  

Nyckelord: GIS, Kartalgebra, Focal sum, Focal Proximity, Nätverksanalys, Nätverksrymd, 

Lokaliseringsproblem, Stadsplanering, Arcpy, Täthetskarta, Hotspot-karta 
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1. Introduction 

Map algebra is a concept in Geographical Information Science (GIS) in which dataset layers are used 

as variables when preforming elementary mathematical operations (Tomlin 1990). It was first used by 

C. Dana Tomlin the late 1970s and refers to calculations done on raster data. There are three basic 

map-algebraic operations (Tomlin 1990, 72; 118;155) which are visualized in Figure 1. A local 

operation is applied to input cells of the same position, a focal operation is applied to cells in a 

specified neighbourhood around each input cell and a zonal operation is applied to a specified set of 

cells. Though map algebra is associated with raster operations, the concept can likewise be applied to 

operations done on vector datasets. 

            

Figure 1. Tomlins map algebraic operations. L: Local, C: Focal, R: Zonal. 

The neighbourhood of a point is generally considered as an area fixed by direction and straight line 

distance from a point, its focus (Tomlin 1990, 23). Examples can be seen in Figure 2. This definition 

enables an irregular shape of the neighbourhood, but renders the neighbourhoods uniform for all 

points in each operation. 

 

Figure 2. Tomlins neighbourhood. 

The map algebraic terminology used by Tomlin in 1980s is still very much in use today. In frequently 

used GIS (ESRI 1995-2013; QGIS 2014), an operation performed on each cell in a raster dependent 

on a set of neighbouring cells is referred to as a focal operation. Though this concept usually is 

allotted to raster operations, the notion of a neighbourhood can be applied to any spatial undertaking. 

ArcGIS fits within the category of commonly used GIS software and have adapted this terminology. 

Reviewing the ArcGIS help section these definitions remain unchanged (ESRI 1995-2013, The types 

of operations in Spatial Analyst). Examples from the ArcGIS documentation can be seen in Figure 3 

and 4. 
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Figure 3. Focal operation image in ArcGIS 

Documentation. 

 

Figure 4. Neighbourhood Selection tool in ArcGIS 

Documentation. 

 
One application of a focal operation is to map the occurrence of events e.g. the presence of species in 

a forest. This could be done by counting all events within a specified distance of each focus, making 

the neighbourhood a circle. This procedure is referred to as a focal sum operation. An alternative way 

is to identify clusters of events by measuring the distance to the closest set of events to each focus. 

This procedure is referred to as a focal proximity operation. These two operations can be used to 

create hot spot maps or, by dividing occurrence by neighbourhood area, density maps. 

In city planning it is often important to measure the distribution of occurrences to optimize transport 

and locations of structures and services. It is rewarding to use focal operations to quantify and 

visualize the presence of events; though defining the neighbourhood with straight-line distance poses 

a drawback as an evaluator in an urban environment where transport is constrained to certain paths. 

In 2014 the technical consultant company Sweco conducted an analysis (The Sweco Case) on the 

location of the new Globen metro station and its entrances partly dependent on demography (Sweco 

AB 2014). The study was carried out on behalf of the administration of extension of the metro system, 

a department of the county council of Stockholm (SLL) (Trafikförvaltningen 2013). The objective was 

to produce easily interpreted data on demographic density that could be used as decision support. 

The data was derived from current and planned residents and working places along with guidelines for 

planning and design of public transportation infrastructure (RiPlan) formulated by the public 

transportation authority in Stockholm County (SL) (Trafikförvaltningen 2014). 

In the analysis, Sweco employees used focal operations with straight-line distance to map population 

distribution of the area. For a set of candidate entrance locations, they manually created service areas 

derived with network distance and summarized the population within them i.e. overlaid the population 

data layer with the service area polygon layer. (Sweco AB 2014) 

Frequently used GIS software (ESRI 1995-2013, Network Analyst; QGIS 2014, Network Analysis) 

includes tools to generate the least costly path between two points along a vector data network; a set 

of vertexes and arcs associated with a travel cost, or over a raster cost layer; a layer were each cell 

value represents a cost to traverse the cell. The most common algorithm to solve the shortest path 

problem is Dijkstra’s algorithm (Dijkstra 1956, 269-271). It tests its way through the network and 

discard more costly alternatives. It works as long as there are no negative costs in the network, which 

can cause the algorithm to bypass the actual shortest path. While the cost of a path is its length, 

Dijkstra’s algorithm will suffice, since lengths are none-negative. 

The shortest path algorithm can be applied multiple times to identify all reachable locations from a 

point in a network, i.e. creating a service area, usually with a constraint such as a cost limit. An area 

limited by distance is referred to an isodistance area and can be viewed as a conceptual circle in the 
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network space with the distance as its radius. The shortest path algorithm can also be applied to 

calculate the cost to each reachable event from a point. 

Using the concept of a neighbourhood, not as a subset of a two dimensional space as defined by 

Tomlin, but as a set of paths through the network, the result would be a neighbourhood consisting of a 

subset of the one dimensional network space. Using this definition of a neighbourhood, a focal sum 

and a focal proximity tool can be implemented with a neighbourhood derived from the local network 

features, thus measuring distances accurately. 

1.1. Background 
Stockholm Stad, the municipality of Stockholm, is undertaking a large development project at the area 

Slakthusområdet, converting industrial area to residences services and office spaces 

(Stadsbyggnadskontoret 2012). Today there are two metro stations in the area, Globen and Enskede 

Gård, and the adjoining station to the north is the major public transportation hub Gullmarsplan. 

Adjacent to the area are, in the east, the three arenas Tele2 Arena, Globen and Hovet are situated. 

Globen and Tele2 Arena each have the capacity of several tens of thousands. 

In the process of extending the blue metro line from Kungsträdgården to Nacka, SLL have decided to 

convert the currently green line to Hagsätra to a stretch of the new blue line, thus relieving the green 

line of traffic. As a result of the conversion, the new Globen station will have to be submerged 

underground due to the local topography. This enables some freedom of locating the new station and 

its entrances (Trafikförvaltningen 2013). The alternatives are visible in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5. Track and location alternatives for metro stations. Current stations (blue), alternatives (black red and 

green). 

Sweco acted as consultants by analysing the alternatives. Among other factors; population information 

was derived from current and planned demography and urban features. The results was used as 

decision support when choosing the new location of the station and its entrances. This was 

accomplished by GIS analysis using ArcGIS (Sweco AB 2014). The dataset can be seen in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Dataset used in the Sweco Case. Current track (blue), alternative track stretches (black, red, green). 

The standard ArcGIS tools that implement focal operations use the same definition of neighbourhoods 

as Tomlin, and since the neighbourhood of an operation is defined by the same scalars for all points, 

only operations applying uniform neighbourhoods are available. This is sufficient as long as the space 

within the study area can be considered homogenous. This is not the case for urban areas for short 

distances. 

To analyse a network space in ArcGIS, one must keep to the Network Analyst toolset (ESRI 1995-

2013, Network Analyst). This set of tools enables locating nearby points in the network or defining of 

an area within the network reachable by a certain distance from the point, and thereby the means to 

create a neighbourhood unique to the point and defined by network distance. Though there are no 

tools to easily determine event distribution throughout the network. 

To circumvent the problem of measuring distances through the network, approximations have been 

developed using straight-line distance. Since uniform neighbourhoods are much easier to apply and 

does not require time consuming calculations or extensive network data, this alternative is appealing.  

The administrative department of SL have applied straight-line distance approximation for network 

distance as guidelines for planning public transportation infrastructure (Trafikförvaltningen 2014, 34). 

Different corrections are used for different types of built up areas as seen in Table 1. 
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Table 1. RiPlan guidelines on treatment of network distance (tranlated). 

SL administrative department gives the following advice. 

 

Longest actual  Corresponds to 

Residential Area walking distance  straight-line distance 

Apartment buildings 500 m  400 m 

Row housing 700 m  550 m 

Urban single household dwellings 900 m  700 m 

Countryside single household dwellings 2000 m  1500 m 

  

 

 For work place areas the following values are valid for the area to be considered to be within walking distance 

 

Longest actual  Corresponds to 

Work place area walking distance  straight-line distance 

High density workplace areas
A
   500 m 

 
400 m 

Low density workplace areas  700 m  550 m 

  

 

 Note: A) At least one workplace/25 m2 

Ph.D. philosophy Camilla Årlin, social planner at SL admits the crudeness of straight-line distance as 

an evaluator for locating transportation infrastructure, but emphasizes the importance of simplicity 

when dealing with complex systems. (Årlin 2015) 

Straight-line distance can prove to be a sufficient approximation to network distance with large 

datasets involving great distances. Boscoe et al have found in a study (Boscoe 2012) including 66 125 

population points throughout the USA that the network distance to the nearest hospital can be 

approximated with straight-line distance at a factor of 1.4 at 96% with an error margin of 10 km. They 

also arrive at the conclusion that the extreme cases involve physical barriers such as water or 

mountain ridges. 

When Sweco analysed the location of the new Globen metro station, they initially used ArcGIS density 

tools to map the spread of the population. The study was conducted on population projections for 

2030 for residences and working places, i.e. night population and day population. A visualization from 

the report can be seen in Figure 7. 
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Figure 7. Population distribution maps displaying population within circular neighbourhood created during the 

Sweco Case. L: Day-population, C: Night-population, R: Sum of Day- and night-population. 

Thereafter the Network Analysis toolset was used for close analysis on a set of candidate locations. 

By creating service areas for each point, using 500 and 900 meter impedance, each polygon could be 

used to overlay the population data. This way a more accurate account of the population cover was 

acquired. The candidate locations and a result of this method cab be seen in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Population distribution analysis conducted using network distance for candidate locations during the 

Sweco Case. L: Candidate locations, R: Isodistance analysis. 

Sweco employee Mats Dunkars, participant in the study, considers straight-line distance too crude 

when treating short distances in an urban environment and states that there are no GIS tools that 

corresponds to a focal sum tool applicable in a network space available to him (Dunkars 2015). 

To effectively evaluate the suitability of a location for allocation of a service, both number of people 

within the service area, and the proximity to them is relevant. To cover a lot of people, tough all of 

them situated at the fringe of the service area, is not optimal and vice versa. According to Årlin, the 

sum of population within certain key distances and the average distance to them are factors she would 

consider when planning and could use for public display. She also notes that the data needs to be 
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manageable and easily interpreted and visualized (Årlin 2015). ArcGIS enables the option of weighted 

density calculations by means of the Kernel Density tool (ESRI 1995-2013, Kernel Density). Each 

event is weighted by distance according to a Gaussian distribution. Though this effectively combines 

sum and proximity, the result is not intuitive and does not meet the requirement of easy interpretation. 

In order to effectively conduct mapping of population distribution in urban environments, a tool is 

required that implements focal operations using non-uniform neighbourhoods defined by network 

distance contrary to the standard straight-line distance based focal tools. It should also enable 

accurate analysis of single points, generating intuitive information that is manageable and easy to 

visualize. 

1.2. Objective 
The objective of this thesis is to explore the utility of network distance based neighbourhoods in focal 

operations for use as a city planning decision support tool. Apply the tool on the Sweco Analysis data. 

The specific objectives are: 

1. Device a procedure of deriving network distance based neighbourhoods. 

2. Implement network distance based neighbourhoods in focal operations. 

3. Apply network distance based focal operations to design a tool for determination of population 

distribution as a city planning decision support, of which the output is intuitive, manageable and 

easily visualized. 

4. Evaluate the tool by applying it to a case study and visualize the results. 

 

2. Literature Review 

Map algebra is a powerful analytic instrument. Its ingenious simplicity makes it versatile to new 

adaptations and requirements. Though a vast array of tasks can be solved by altering the 

mathematical expression and applying one of the three basic map algebraic operations, it is not 

without its limits. Since Tomlin published his work on map algebra, numerous efforts have been made 

to extend and improve his concept. 

One of the greatest limits to map algebra is its restraint to raster data. One attempt of improvement 

made by Câmara et al (2005) focused on expanding the concept to include vector data. This enables 

this powerful and intuitive data manage instrument to be used without converting vector data into 

raster, thus keeping the precision and advantages of vector data. Furthermore, a generalized map 

algebra would permit both data structures to be used in the same operation, enabling the advantages 

of both vector and raster data structures. 

Li and Hodgson (2004) suggested that map algebra could be used to manage vector fields. By making 

each cell represent a vector, consisting of direction and magnitude, easy mapping and managing of 

vector fields was enabled. This is an example of how map algebra can be developed to solve a great 

variety of tasks. 

Further, the concept have been applied to three dimensional space (Mennis et al 2005) by, among 

others, Tomlin himself. Each cell was viewed as a cube, making it is possible to stack cells in the third 

dimension. By adopting time as the third dimension, it was possible to perform operations on spatio-

temporal data in a manageable framework without greatly changing the core concept. The three basic 

operations can still be applied with any mathematical expression. For example the focal operation 

neighbourhood equivalence of a circle would take the shape of a sphere. 
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Attempts have also been made to adopt map algebra in network problems. Given a set of supply and 

demand points and closest path solutions, Armstrong and Densham (1997) devised a procedure of 

visualizing the results into maps for decision support. The procedure involved structuring solutions in 

matrices and enables summation and differentiating of solutions and displaying the result using local 

operations. Though this application enables easy management and interpretation of support data, it 

did not solve the shortest path problem for each cell.  

This thesis is an attempt to improve upon the concept of map algebra by using vector based network 

features to derive non-uniform neighbourhoods from local subsets of the network. This altered focal 

operation is meant for analysis on non-homogenous study areas such as street networks as support in 

allocation decision making. 

3. Study Area and Data Description 

For evaluation of the utility of Network Location Analysis it has been tested by comparing network 

distance based focal operations to straight-line distance based focal operations and the relevance and 

usefulness of the output have been evaluated by applying it to the Sweco Case (Sweco AB 2014). No 

conclusions have been made concerning the location problem. Only the outputs relevance to 

evaluation locations has been assessed. 

All testing of the tool have been conducted using the data used in the Sweco Case which is described 

in Table 6 and visualized in Figure 9. 

Table 2. Description of data used in the Sweco Case. 

Data Format File 
Type 

Producer Pre-processing Comment Date 

Day 
population 
statistics  

Polygon, 
representing 
city blocks 

.shape Stockholm 
Stad 

By Sweco Present population 
and predicted for 
2030 

2013 

Night 
population 
statistics 

Polygon, 
representing 
city blocks 

.shape Stockholm 
Stad 

By Sweco Present population 
and predicted for 
2030 

2013 

Network Polyline, 
representing 
sidewalks and 
walking paths 

.shape Stockholm 
Stad 

By Sweco Present paths and 
predicted for 2030 

2013 

Tracks and 
station 
entrances 
alternatives 

Polyline and 
point 

.shape Stockholm 
Stad 

  2013 

Study area Polygon .shape Sweco   2013 

Candidate 
Locations 

Point .shape Sweco  Derived and 
evaluated in the 
case.  

2013 

 

The population data was pre-processed before testing of the tool was performed. The sum of day and 

night population was calculated and the polygon features was converted to centroid points using 

ArcGIS Feature to Point tool. 
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Figure 9. Data used in the Sweco Case visualized in a map. 

4. Methodology 

The methodology includes the design and validation of the tool, comparison to focal operations 

implementing straight-line distance based neighbourhoods by applying standard ArcGIS tools and 

evaluation of the utility of the tool as a city planning decision support. 

4.1. Design 
The requirement of the tool was to perform analysis of population distribution throughout an area with 

the possibility to further evaluate single points and generating easily interpreted results. To achieve 

this, data of both sum and proximity was included in the output and the option to visualize the result 

was enabled. The tool was made to accept population data in the form of points since all spatial data 

structures are easily converted to point features. 

Two intuitive pieces of information that was included in the output was population sum and average 

distance between the focus and population points within each neighbourhood. For further analysis, 

number of population points within the neighbourhood and the sum of distance to all population points 

was included. This permits for example the average distance to each population point to be calculated 

if desired. For visualization of the result, the option of creating a raster of the chosen output data was 

enabled. 

All distance calculations are carried out in a 1D network space. All points in the 2D study area are 

projected onto the network at the closest point. The neighbourhoods are derived by mapping all paths 

of a user specified length originating from the focus. All population projection points within the 

neighbourhood are considered to fall within the service area. For visualization of the neighbourhood of 

each point, the option of generalizing this subset of the network into a 2D polygon is enabled. This 
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could be used to compare coverage or evaluation of whether features not represented in the input 

data are included in the service area. Since the Polygons have a 2D space area, the network distance 

based population density for each point can be calculated by dividing population by neighbourhood 

area. The network distance neighbourhood and the 2D space polygon is visualized in Figure 10. 

 

 

Figure 10. 1D space neighbourhood as a subset of the network and a 2D space generalization. 

To evaluate each location in an area, a processing extent specified by the user, is discretised into a 

grid of points. The area represented by each grid point is specified by the user. A neighbourhood is 

derived for each point and spatial population statistics calculated. Point frequency, sum of population, 

sum of distance to population points and average distance to all people is tied to each point as 

attributes. Each point has a corresponding polygon representing the neighbourhood tied to it. 

4.1.1. Algorithm 
Notations 

A polygon, E represents the processing extent. 

A set of grid points, S . Each point Ss  represents a quadratic area with a side, c .  

A set of event points, T . Each point Tt  has a numeric value )(tv . 

A network, },{ AVG   where V  is a set of vertexes and A  is a set of arcs. Each arc, Aa is a path 

between two vertexes, Vvv 21,  has a length, )(al . 

),( bae  represents the straight-line distance between point a  and point b . 

A snapping point GaS )( so that ))(,( aSae is minimized. 

),( bad is a sum of lengths 𝑙  and represents the shortest distance between point )(aS  and point )(bS  

along G . 

A numeric value, r represents a radius. 

A set of paths GsN )(  so that each path between s  and an arbitrary point Ga , rasd ),( . 
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Algorithm 

Create S in a grid so that the distance between each point s is c . 

For each point s : 

 Locate all )(sNt  , rtsd ),(  

 For each )(sNt  , calculate: 

Each path ),( tsd  

 Calculate: 

Frequency = Number of points t  

Focal Sum = 
 )(

)(
sNt

tv  

  Sum of Focal Proximity = 
 )(

),(
sNt

tsd  

  Focal Proximity Mean = 










)(

)(

)(

)(),(

sNt

sNt

tv

tvtsd

 

4.1.2. Visualization of Neighbourhood 
For visualization of the neighbourhood, the network space paths are generalized into a 2D space 

polygon.  

4.2. Implementation 
The tool was implemented as one primary tool and two auxiliary tools. The primary tool, Network 

Location Analysis (NLA), calculates spatial statistics. One auxiliary tool, Isodistance Polygons (IP), 

generalizes the neighbourhood for each point as a polygon. The other auxiliary tool, Raster 

Conversion (RC), visualize a statistical attribute as a raster. All distances will be measured in map 

units. 

4.2.1. Utilities 
The tool is implemented in ArcGIS 10.2 by using standard ArcGIS tools arranged in a workflow. 

ArcGIS version 10 enabled the use of the Python programming language to script a workflow of 

ArcGIS tools. Python is a variable based high level programming language with complex pre-made 

data structures. NLA is scripted as a Python toolbox (ESRI 1995-2013, The python toolbox template). 

The primary tool and the two auxiliary tools are written as python classes. The toolbox itself is also 

written as a python class with a python attribute list containing pointers to each tool. Each tool has a 

parameters-method that retrieves input data and an execute-method in which files are assigned as 

variables and ArcGIS tools are called using the arcpy module to perform the calculations and data 

managing. 

All output and all intermediate data is saved to an ArcGIS geodatabase (ESRI 1995-2013, An 

overview of the geodatabase). This is a data structure that uniformly and efficiently stores data and 

enables information about spatial relationships. Advantages of this method of storing data are that all 

data is formatted the same way and information on spatial relationships between objects is available. 
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4.2.1.1. Key ArcGIS Tools Used 

The most important ArcGIS tools (ESRI 1995-2013) used to implement Network Location Analysis is 

listed in Table 2. 

Table 3. Description of ArcGIS tools used in the implementation of Network Location Analysis. 

Name Description Comment Key Input Key Output 

Make Closest 
Facility Layer 
(Network 
Analyst) 

Creates a layer to which 
incident and facility 
points can be added and 
closest path routes be 
calculated 

 Network; 
Number of facilities 
to be found for each 
incident; Maximum 
route distance 

Closest Facility 
Layer 

Make Service 
Area Layer 
(Network 
Analyst) 

Creates a layer to which 
facility points can be 
added and service areas 
can be calculated 

The service 
areas are 
derived by 
closest patch 
calculations 
and 
generalization 
of routes to 
polygons 

Network, Maximum 
route distance, 
Polygon merge 
options 

Service area 
layer 

Add Location 
(Network 
Analyst) 

Adds a location to a 
network analyst layer 

Adds Facilities 
and incidents 
and snap them 
to the network 
with specified 
offset 

Network analyst 
layer, Point feature 
layer 

Network analyst 
layer updated 
with locations 

Solve 
(Network 
Analyst) 

Solves the closest path 
problem and derives 
routes or service areas 

The shortest 
path problem is 
solved using 
Dijkstra’s 
algorithm 

Network analyst 
layer 

Network analyst 
layer updated 
with route 
polylines or 
service area 
polygons 

Join Field 
(Data 
Management) 

Joins a field from one 
table by an attribute 
value to another by an 
attribute of the same 
value 

 Table with a value 
field to be added; 
Table to which the 
value field will be 
added 

Table updated 
with the added 
field 

Calculate 
Field (Data 
Management) 

Assigns the value to an 
attribute field derived 
from a mathematical 
operation using the 
same or other value 
fields as variables 

 One or more fields 
with numerical 
values; 
Mathematical 
expression 

Value field 
updated with the 
outcome of the 
mathematical 
operation 

Statistics 
(Analysis) 

Calculates statistics of a 
field by the value of an 
attribute field 

 Field with numerical 
values, 
Mathematical 
expression; Field 
which value will 
group  objects  

Table with 
calculated 
statistics for 
each object 
group 

Update Cursor 
(arcpy) 

Iterates through fields in 
a set of objects and 
enables retrieval or 
alteration of field values 

 A set of objects Updated set of 
objects 

4.2.2. Workflow 
Each major step of the workflow of each tool is described below. Consult the appended tool script for 

details. Input and output of each tool can be seen in Tables 3-5. The entire and simplified workflow 

can be seen in Figures 11-12. 
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4.2.2.1. Network Location Analysis workflow 
Table 4. Input and output of Network Location Analysis tool. 

Input Description 

Workspace Geodatabase where output and intermediate files are stored 

Processing extent Polygon feature converted to a point array 

Network Network vector layer 

Population dataset Population point layer 

Population field Numeric population field 

Distance Radius that determines the size of each neighbourhood 

Cell Size The area each array point represents 

Name Name of the output point array layer 

 

Output Description 

Point grid Containing attribute fields: Frequency, Population sum, Distance sum 
and Distance average. 

 

Intermediate results can be seen in validation results. 

1. The input numbers and file paths are assigned as variable values, the extensions of auxiliary 

network files are corrected and a workspace geodatabase is assigned. 

2. The input polygon feature is converted to a raster dataset using the pixel size input as pixel size 

and redundantly using feature ID field as the required field value. The raster is converted into point 

features creating a grid of points and the raster dataset is deleted. 

3. The population point feature input is copied to the geodatabase to ensure correct data structure. 

The new population dataset carries the population attribute input filed. 

4. A Closest Facility Layer is created with a maximum search distance equal to the input radius and 

the maximum number of facilities set to 9999. The population layer is added as Facilities and 

snapped to the network. The grid points are added as Incidents and snapped to the network. The 

Closest Facility Layer is solved creating Routes between each Incident and all Facilities within 

specified radius along the network. The length of each route is saved as field value. 

5. The population field is added to the Routes layer from the population layer by route Facility ID and 

population point Object ID and the population layer is deleted. For each route, the distance field is 

multiplied with the population field and the factor saved as a new field. 

6. The sum of population, sum of distance, sum of factors and frequency of population points 

reached from each grid point are calculated and saved to a table by Incident ID. The sum of 

factors is divided by sum of population to derive the average distance. The table is looped through 

and the frequency and sum of population fields with value No Data is changed to 0. The sum of 

population, sum of distance, average distance and frequency fields is added by Incident ID to the 

grid points by Object ID. The statistics table and unwanted fields in the grid point layer are deleted. 

7. The input radius and pixel size are added to the first object of the point grid dataset and the point 

feature is added to display. 
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Figure 11. The workflow used to implement Network Location Analysis visualized as a diagram. 

 

Figure 12. Simplified Workflow used to implement Network Location Analysis. 

Join to Point Grid 

Calculate Statistics 

Overlay Population Layer 

Create Neighbourhoods 

Create Point Grid 

Manage Input 
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4.2.2.2. Isodistance Polygons Workflow 
Table 5. Input and output of Isodistance Polygons tool. 

Input Description 

Workspace Geodatabase where output and intermediate files are stored 

Point array Output from Network Location Analysis 

Value field Point grid numeric value field 

Name Name of the output isodistance polygon layer 

 

Output Description 

Raster layer Raster dataset with input field value as cell value with the cell size 
used when generating the point array 

 

1. The input numbers, file paths and the radius; that is collected from the input point grid, are 

assigned as variable values, the extensions of auxiliary network files are corrected and a 

workspace geodatabase is assigned. 

2. An ArcGIS Service Area Layer is created using the input radius and overlapping polygons. The 

point grid is added as Facilities and snapped to the network. The Service Area Layer is solved 

creating isodistance polygons. 

3. The polygons are saved as a feature class and a relation class is created, relating the polygons by 

Facility ID to the grid points by Object ID. 

4. The polygon feature layer is added to display.  

4.2.2.3. Raster Conversion Workflow 
Table 6. Input and output of Raster Conversion tool. 

Input Description 

Workspace Geodatabase where output and intermediate files are stored 

Point array Output from Network Location Analysis 

Network Network vector layer 

Name Name of the output isodistance polygon layer 

 

Output Description 

Isodistance polygon layer Polygons representing neighbourhood for each grid point with the 
neighbourhood distance used when generating the point grid 

Relationship class Auxiliary file that relates each polygon to its corresponding grid point 

 

1. The input file paths and the pixel size; that is collected from the input point grid, are assigned as 

variable values and a workspace geodatabase is assigned. 

2. The point feature is converted to a raster dataset with input attribute field value as cell value. 

3. The raster dataset is added to display 

4.3. Validation 
The performance of the tool was validated by examining intermediate data and manually performing 

calculations for four points. An ocular assessment was performed on Closest Facility Routes and 

isodistance polygons. The input of the execution can be seen in Table 7. 

I. Point 110, Edge Points 

A point with several population points near the edge of the neighbourhood was analysed to ensure 

snapping and route calculation was performed correctly. 

II. Point 136, Population Value 0 
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A point with a population point with value 0 within the neighbourhood was analysed to ensure the 

calculations were performed correctly. 

III. Point 80, Zero Distance Route 

A point with the snapping point of the grid point and a population point coinciding was analysed to 

ensure the calculations were performed correctly. 

IV. Point 241, No Population Points 

A point with no population point within the neighbourhood was analysed to ensure the calculations 

were performed correctly. 

Table 7. Input for validation execution. 

Processing extent area 1 [km
2
] 

Radius 300 [m] 

Pixel Size 100 [m] 

 

4.4. Application 
The utility of Network Location Analysis was evaluated by comparing it to straight-line based focal 

operations performed using standard ArcGIS tools and by applying it to the Sweco Case and 

reviewing the relavance of the results as city planning decision support. 

4.4.1. Comparison to straight-line distance based Neighbourhoods 
ArcGIS includes three tools that can be applied to determine distribution of point features; Point 

Density, Kernel Density and Point Distance (ESRI 1995-2013). Each tool is described in Table 13. For 

comparison, both the same radius and the RiPlan reduces was applied. 

Table 8. Description for ArcGIS tools used for comparison to straight-line distance based neighbourhoods. 

Name Description Input Output 

Point Density 
(Spatial Analyst) 

Computes numeric value 
sum of all points within a 
neighbourhood divided 
by neighbourhood area 
for each location of the 
processing extent  

Point layer; 
neighbourhood shape; 
neighbourhood size; 
output raster cell size 

Raster layer with density 
as cell value 

Kernel Density 
(Spatial Analyst) 

Computes numeric value 
sum of all points within a 
neighbourhood weighted 
by distance and divided 
by neighbourhood area 
for each location of the 
processing extent 

The weight is applied by 
Gaussian distribution with 
respect to all distances 
measured 

Raster layer with 
weighted density as cell 
value 

Point Distance 
(Analysis) 

Computes the distance to 
all neighbouring points 
within specified distance 

Point layer from which 
distances will be 
computed; Point layer to 
which distances will be 
computed; maximum 
search distance 

Table containing all 
distances as objects and 
from point, to point and 
distance as fields  

 

To retrieve the population in each neighbourhood using the Point Density tool, each cell in the output 

raster was multiplied with the neighbourhood size. 
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To perform calculations on statistics for each point by straight-line distance, the Point Distance tool 

was used. The same workflow as for NLA was applied, exchanging the set of Closest Facility Routes 

for the Point Distance output table. 

The input of each execution is listed in Tables 14-23. 

4.4.1.1. Focal Sum (A) 

In order to evaluate the coverage of network distance based neighbourhoods, the sum population 

results of the tool was compared to data derived using straight-line distance based focal sum 

operations. Statistics was derived and an ocular assessment was performed by visualizing population 

sum as raster layers displayed by equal interval classification and standard deviation stretch. Mean 

and standard deviation of neighbourhood area was calculated for network distance based 

neighbourhoods. 

A.1. Same Radius 

A comparison was executed using the same grid point distance and the same network radius and 

straight-line radius. 

Table 9. Input of execution A.1. 

Processing extent area 3.6 [km
2
] 

Radius, NLA 500 [m] 

Radius, Point Density 500 [m] 

Pixel Size 100 [m] 

 

A.2. RiPlan Radius 

A comparison was executed using the same grid point distance and the RiPlan network radius and 

straight-line radius. 

Table 10. Input of execution A.2. 

Processing extent area 3.6 [km
2
] 

Radius, NLA 500 [m] 

Radius, Point Density 400 [m] 

Pixel Size 100 [m] 

 

4.4.1.2. Focal Proximity (B) 

In order to evaluate the proximity within network distance based neighbourhoods, the distance results 

of the tool was compared to data derived using straight-line distance based focal proximity operations. 

Statistics was derived and an ocular assessment was performed by visualizing average distance per 

person as raster layers displayed by equal interval classification and standard deviation stretch. Mean 

and standard deviation of neighbourhood area was calculated for network distance based 

neighbourhoods. 

B.1. Same Radius 

A comparison was executed using the same grid point distance and the same network radius and 

straight-line radius. 

Table 11. Input of execution B.1. 

Processing extent area 3.6 [km
2
] 

Radius, NLA 500 [m] 

Radius, Point Distance 500 [m] 

Pixel Size 100 [m] 
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B.2. RiPlan Radius 

A comparison was executed using the same grid point distance and the RiPlan network radius and 

straight-line radius. 

Table 12. Input of execution B.2. 

Processing extent area 3.6 [km
2
] 

Radius, NLA 500 [m] 

Radius, Point Distance 400 [m] 

Pixel Size 100 [m] 

 

4.4.1.3. Single Points Analysis (C) 

In order to evaluate the utility of network distance based neighbourhoods, the results of the tool 

compared to data derived using straight-line distance based focal operations. Two single points were 

analysed, one amidst average network connectivity and population distribution and one near barriers 

and amidst sparsely distributed population. Statistics was derived and an ocular assessment was 

conducted of paths and neighbourhoods. 

C.1. Same Radius 

A comparison was executed on two points, using the same network radius and straight-line radius.  

Table 13. Input of execution C.1. 

Processing extent area 1 [km
2
] 

Radius, NLA 500 [m] 

Radius, Point Distance 500 [m] 

Pixel Size 100 [m] 

 

Point 81, average network connectivity and population point distribution 

Point 196, barriers within neighbourhood and sparse population point distribution 

C.2. RiPlan Radius 

A comparison was executed on two points, using the RiPlan network radius and straight-line radius. 

Table 14. Input of execution C.2. 

Processing extent area 1 [km
2
] 

Radius, NLA 500 [m] 

Radius, Point Distance 400 [m] 

Pixel Size 100 [m] 

 

C.2.1. Point 81, average network connectivity and population point distribution 

C.2.2. Point 196, barriers within neighbourhood and sparse population point distribution 

4.4.1.4. Visualization (D) 

In order to evaluate the visualization capacity of network distance based focal operations, the 

population sum result was visualized as a raster layer and compared to raster layers derived with 

straight-line distance based focal operations by means of Point Density and Kernel Density tools. The 

number of population per neighbourhood was derived by multiplying each output raster cell with the 

neighbourhood size. 
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A comparison was executed using the same grid point distance and the same network radius and 

straight-line radius. The focal sum results were visualized as raster layers displayed by standard 

deviation stretch and displaying one neighbourhood. 

Table 15. Input of execution D. 

Processing extent area 3.6 [km
2
] 

Radius, NLA 500 [m] 

Radius, Point Density 500 [m] 

Radius, Kernel Density 500 [m] 

Pixel Size 10 [m] 

 

4.4.2. Utility as a City Planning Decision Support Tool 
The utility of Network Location Analysis as a city planning decision support tool was tested by applying 

the tool to the Sweco Case. Statistics was gathered and the results were visualized as raster layers 

and by displaying neighbourhood polygons for some locations. 

4.4.2.1. Entire Data Set (E) 

The utility of Network Location Analysis as a city planning decision support tool was tested by 

determining population distribution throughout the dataset by visualizing day population, night 

population and sum of day and night population as rasters displayed by standard deviation stretch. 

Table 16. Input of execution E. 

Processing extent area 20 [km
2
] 

Radius, NLA 500 [m] 

Pixel Size 10 [m] 

 

4.4.2.2. Sweco Analysis study area (F) 

The utility of Network Location Analysis as a city planning decision support tool was tested by 

evaluating the candidate locations for the metro station entrances. The locations were evaluated with 

respect to the sum of day and night population, average distance and proximity to the arenas. Average 

distance per population point and ratio between population value was calculated from the derived 

statistics set. The result was visualized as raster layers displayed by standard deviation stretch and by 

displaying neighbourhood polygons. 

Table 17. Input of execution F. 

Processing extent area 3.6 [km
2
] 

Radius, NLA 500 [m] 

Pixel Size 10 [m] 

 

4.4.3. Execution Time 
To record the execution time of the tool, test runs were executed using different processing extents, 

neighbourhood radiuses and pixel sizes. The system used was an Intel® Core™ i7-4900MQ CPU @ 

2.80 GHz 2.80 GHz, 32.0 GB RAM, resembling an office work station. 
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Table 18. Input for execution time tests. 

Radius [m] Processing Extent 
[km2] 

Pixel Size [m] Number of Points 

300 1 100 100 

300 1 10 10 000 

300 1 1 1 000 000 

300 3.6 100 360 

300 3.6 10 36 000 

300 3.6 1 3 600 000 

300 20 100 2 000 

300 20 10 200 000 

300 20 1 20 000 000 

500 1 100 100 

500 1 10 10 000 

500 1 1 1 000 000 

500 3.6 100 360 

500 3.6 10 36 000 

500 3.6 1 3 600 000 

500 20 100 2 000 

500 20 10 200 000 

500 20 1 20 000 000 

900 1 100 100 

900 1 10 10 000 

900 1 1 1 000 000 

900 3.6 100 360 

900 3.6 10 36 000 

900 3.6 1 3 600 000 

900 20 100 2 000 

900 20 10 200 000 

900 20 1 20 000 000 
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5. Results 

5.1. Validation Results 
I. Point 110, Edge Points 

The intermediate data from calculations for point 110 can be seen in Table 8 and Figure 13. 

Table 19. Intermediate data and calculations of point 110. 

Population 

  

Routes 

    OBJECTID Value 

 

FacilityID IncidentID Value Total_Length Factor 

198 49 

 

428 110 880 124 109458 

199 212 

 

199 110 212 132 27945 

219 255 

 

412 110 37 233 8633 

222 332 

 

198 110 49 236 11571 

396 101 

 

411 110 419 252 105727 

411 419 

 

396 110 101 281 28486 

412 37 

 

219 110 255 295 75260 

428 880 

 

222 110 332 297 98613 

SUM 2285 
 

SUM 
 

2285 1851 465693 

        

   

Statistics 

    

   

IncidentID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Factor 

   

110 8 2285 1851 465693 

   
AVERAGE 

   
204 

        

   

Point 110 

    

   

OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len 

   

110 8 2285 1851 204 
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Figure 13. Visualized results for point 110. 

Calculations were performed correctly. 

All routes were connected to snapping points inside the isodistance polygon. Two population points 

outside the isodistance polygon was included and one population points inside the isodistance 

polygons was omitted due to snapping. 
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II. Point 136, Population Value 0 

The intermediate data from calculations for point 110 can be seen in Table 9 and Figure 14. 

Table 20. Intermediate data and calculations of point 136. 

Population 
 

 

Routes 
 

   OBJECTID Value 

 

FacilityID IncidentID Value Total_Length Factor 

202 193 

 

216 136 58 216 12510 

211 76 

 

354 136 169 240 40544 

212 89 

 

619 136 0 240 0 

213 52 

 

621 136 400 244 97676 

216 58 

 

217 136 4204 254 1067677 

217 4204 

 

213 136 52 254 13232 

354 169 

 

202 136 193 258 49705 

355 11 

 

211 136 76 267 20269 

361 305 

 

355 136 11 267 2934 

619 0 

 

361 136 305 275 83800 

621 400 

 

212 136 89 298 26565 

SUM 5557 
 

SUM 
 

5557 2812 1414912 

        

   

Statistics 
 

   

   

IncidentID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Factor 

   

136 11 5557 2572 1414912 

   
AVERAGE 

   
255 

        

   

Point 136 
    

   

OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len 

   

136 11 5557 2572 255 

 

 

Figure 14. Visualized results for point 136. 
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Calculations were performed correctly. 

III. Point 80, Zero Distance Route 

The intermediate data from calculations for point 110 can be seen in Tables 10-11 and Figures 15-16. 

Table 21. Intermediate data and calculations of point 80. 

Population 

  

Routes 
 

   OBJECTID Value 

 

FacilityID IncidentID Value Total_Length Factor 

231 161 

 

271 80 88 0 0 

242 73 

 

260 80 238 162 38445 

245 76 

 

259 80 88 218 19178 

246 55 

 

268 80 111 220 24423 

255 74 

 

242 80 73 241 17567 

259 88 

 

231 80 161 252 40596 

260 238 

 

246 80 55 253 13924 

267 143 

 

267 80 143 292 41719 

268 111 

 

255 80 74 293 21717 

271 88 

 

245 80 76 299 22700 

SUM 1107 
 

SUM 
 

1107 2229 240269 

        

   

Statistics 

    

   

IncidentID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Factor 

   

80 10 1107 2229 240269 

   
AVERAGE 

   
217 

        

   

Point 80 

    

   

OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len 

   

80 10 1107 2229 217 

 

 

Figure 15. Visualized results for point 80. 
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Figure 16. L: Path 270, R: Snapping points for point 80 and population point 270. 

Table 22. Intermediate data: path 270. 

Routes 

    FacilityID IncidentID Total_Length Value Average_Length 

270 80 303 250 75804 

 

All calculations was performed correctly. 

One population point was omitted even though the snapping point was inside the isodistance polygon. 

The route was longer than the search distance and the result occurred due to the generalization of the 

isodistance polygon. 
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IV. Point 241, No Population Points 

The intermediate data from calculations for point 110 can be seen in Table 12 and Figure 17. 

Table 23. Intermediate data and calculations of point 241. 

Point 241 
    

OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len 

241 0 0 <null> <null> 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Visualized results for point 241. 

No routes were calculated. The point was assigned population sum and frequency value 0 and 

distances value NoData. 
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5.2. Comparison Results 

Using the same radius, the network distance based neighbourhoods had a mean area of 48% of the 

straight-line distance based neighbourhoods and a mean straight-line radius of 69% of the radius of 

the straight-line distance based neighbourhoods. 

Using the RiPlan radiuses, the network distance based neighbourhoods had a mean area of 75% of 

the straight-line distance based neighbourhoods and a mean straight-line radius of 86% of the radius 

of the straight-line distance based neighbourhoods. 

The mean area of the network distance based neighbourhoods was 378085 [m
2
] and the standard 

deviation was 61900 [m
2
], 16.4% of mean value. 

5.2.1. Focal sum (A) 

A.1. Same Radius 

Frequency and sum were considerably lower using network distance. This can be seen in Table 24. 

Table 24. Average statistics of focal sum results and network distance values 

as percent of straight-line distance values. 

Straight-line Distance 

 FREQUENCY SUM_Value Neighb_Area Neighb_Radius 

AVERAGE 55 18037 785398 500 

 Network Distance 

 FREQUENCY SUM_Value Neighb_Area Neighb_Av_Radius 

AVERAGE 
28 5853 378085 345 

Change [%] 51 32 48 69 

 

 

Figure 18. Results displayed as rasters with equal interval classification. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network 

distance. 

Both visualizations in Figure 18 show the same general distribution of population. The population 

within the network distance based neighbourhoods was lower than the straight-line distance based 

neighbourhoods. 
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Figure 19. Results displayed as rasters with percent stretch. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network distance. 

Figure 19 shows that population distribution was more widely spread using network distance. Apart 

from the large cluster in the north of the area, in the network distance based result, a secondary 

cluster was visible to the south around the proposed entrances. 

  

Figure 20. Histograms for results. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network distance. 

Both histograms in Figure 20 show the same general distribution of population. The population within 

the network distance based neighbourhoods was lower than the straight-line distance based 

neighbourhoods. 

A.2. RiPlan Radius 

Frequency and sum were considerably lower using network distance. This can be seen in Table 25. 

Table 25. Average statistics of focal sum results and network distance 

values as percent of straight-line distance values. 

Straight-line Distance 

 FREQUENCY SUM_Value Neighb_Area Neighb_Radius 

AVERAGE 36 7990 502655 400 

 Network Distance 

 FREQUENCY SUM_Value Neighb_Area Neighb_Av_Radius 

AVERAGE 
28 5853 378085 345 

Change [%] 
77 73 75 86 
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Figure 21. Results displayed as rasters with equal interval classification. L: Euclidian distance, R: Network 

distance. 

Both visualizations in Figure 21 show the same general distribution of population. The population 

within network distance based neighbourhood was lower than the straight-line distance based 

neighbourhoods. 

 

Figure 22. Results displayed as rasters with percent stretch. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network distance. 

Figure 22 show that the population distribution was more widely spread using network distance. Apart 

from the large cluster in the north of the area, in the network distance based result, a secondary 

cluster was visible to the south around the proposed entrances. 
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Figure 23. Histograms for results. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network distance. 

 

Both histograms in Figure 23 show the same general distribution of population. The population within 

the network distance based neighbourhoods was lower than straight-line distance based 

neighbourhoods. 

5.2.2. Focal proximity mean (B) 

B.1. Same Radius 

Total distance was lower and average length was slightly greater using network distance based 

operations. This can be seen in Table 26. 

Table 26. Average statistics of focal proximity results and network distance values 

as percent of straight-line distance. 

Straight-line Distance 

 SUM_DISTANCE SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Radius 

AVERAGE 12477 335 785398 500 

 Network Distance 

 SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Av_Radius 

AVERAGE 
9476 344 378085 345 

Change [%] 76 103 48 69 
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Figure 24. Results displayed as rasters with equal interval classification. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network 

distance. 

Both visualizations in Figure 24 show four clusters of closely spaced population. The overall average 

distance was longer using network distance based neighbourhoods. 

 

Figure 25. Results displayed as rasters with percent stretch. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network distance. 

Both visualizations in Figure 25 show four clusters of closely spaced population. 

  

Figure 26. Histograms for results. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network distance. 

Both histograms in Figure 26 show the same general distribution, though longer average distance 

using network based distance. 
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B.2. RiPlan Radius 

Total distance was consistent and average distance was greater using network distance based 

operations. This can be seen in Table 27. 

Table 27. Average statistics of focal proximity results and network distance values 

as percent of Straight-line distance values. 

Straight-line Distance 

 SUM_DISTANCE SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Radius 

AVERAGE 9482 267 502655 400 

 Network Distance 

 SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Av_Radius 

AVERAGE 
9476 344 378085 345 

Change [%] 
100 129 75 86 

 

 

Figure 27. Results displayed as rasters with equal interval classification. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network 

distance. 

Both visualizations in Figure 27 show four clusters of closely spaced population. The overall average 

distance was longer using network distance based neighbourhoods. 
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Figure 28. Results displayed as rasters with percent stretch. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network distance. 

Both visualizations in Figure 28 show four clusters of closely spaced population. 

 

Figure 29. Histograms for results. L: Straight-line distance, R: Network distance. 

Both histograms In Figure 29 show the same general distribution, though longer average distance 

using network based distance. 

5.2.3. Single Points (C) 

C.1. Same Radius 

C.1.1. Point 81, average network and point distribution 

Average distance was fairly consistent for both tools. All other values were considerably lower using 

network distance. This can be seen in Table 28 and Figure 30. 

Table 28. Average statistics and network distance values as percent of straight-line distance values. 

Straight-line Distance 

INPUT_FID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Raduis 

81 65 10313 21063 331 785398 500 

 Network Distance 

OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Av_Raduis 

81 36 4982 11970 300 395412 355 

Change [%] 55 48 57 91 50 71 
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Figure 30. Visualized results for point 81. 

C.1.2. Point 196, barrier inside neighbourhood 

Average distance was consistent for both tools. All other values were considerably lower using 

network distance. This can be seen in Table 29 and Figure 31. 

Table 29. Average statistics and network distance values as percent of straight-line distance values. 

Straight-line Distance 

INPUT_FID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Raduis 

196 62 16151 21804 344 785398 500 

 Network Distance 

OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Total_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Av_Raduis 

196 23 4815 8898 332 362131 340 

Change [%] 37 30 41 96 46 68 
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Figure 31. Visualized results for point 196. 

C.2. RiPlan Radius 

C.2.1. Point 81, average network and point distribution 

Average distance and total distance were slightly greater and all other values were lower using 

network distance. This can be seen in Table 30 and Figure 32. 

Table 30. Average statistics and network distance values as percent of straight-line distance values. 

Straight-line Distance 

INPUT_FID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Raduis 

81 45 6639 11910 257 502655 400 

 Network Distance 

OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Av_Raduis 

81 36 4982 11970 300 395412 355 

Change [%] 80 75 101 117 79 89 
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Figure 32. Visualized results for point 81. 

C.2.2. Point 196, barrier inside neighbourhood 

Average distance was slightly greater and all other values are lower using network distance. Value 

sum was considerably lower. This can be seen in Table 31 and Figure 33. 

Table 31. Average statistics and network distance values as percent of straight-line distance values. 

Straight-line Distance 

INPUT_FID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Raduis 

196 41 12535 12084 310 502655 400 

 Network Distance 

OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Av_Raduis 

196 23 4815 8898 332 362131 340 

Change [%] 56 38 74 107 72 85 
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Figure 33. Visualized results for point 196. 

5.2.4. Visualization (D) 
The result of the straight line distance based focal operation was dominated by a few high value cells 

as seen in Figure 34. The results derived with distance weighted sum, which can be seen in Figure 35, 

was visually appealing; though the values do not represent the number of population within each 

neighbourhood. The result of network distance based neighbourhoods can be seen in Figure 36 and 

effectively visualized population distribution throughout the processing extent. Some hard to reach 

areas close to high density areas were visible. 
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Figure 34. Focal sum using straight-line distance. 

 

Figure 35. Focal sum weighted by distance using straight-line distance displayed with standard deviation stretch. 
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Figure 36. Focal sum using network distance displayed with standard deviation stretch. 

5.3. Utility Results 

Entire Dataset (E) 

The population distribution was visualized effectively using different population datasets and colour 

schemes seen in Figures 37-39. 

 

 

Figure 37. Network population distribution displayed with standard deviation stretch. L: Day population, C: Night 

Population, R: Day & Night Population. 
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Figure 38. Day & Night Population displayed by standard deviation stretch. 

 

 

Figure 39. Day & Night Population displayed by standard deviation stretch. 
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Sweco study area (F) 

As seen in Table 32, location 1 and 2 had the overall most preferable values and location 3 and 4 

least preferable values. Looking at Figure 40-42, the following is visible. Location 1 and 2 covered the 

most people and location 3 and 4 the least. Location 7 and 8 was situated closest to the population in 

their cover area and location 2 and 5 was situated farthest from the population in their cover area. 

Location 1 and 2 had the highest ratio and location 3 and 4 have the lowest ratio. 

Table 32. Results for points corresponding to location 1-8. Average distance to population points and the ratio 

between population sum and average distance per person have been calculated. 

Location OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Population SUM_Tot_Len Av_Len_Pop Av_Len_Point Ratio Neighb_Area 

1 11517 40 15040 13394 316 335 48 486784 

2 13098 43 14507 15379 383 358 38 450694 

3 23876 26 3263 9392 320 361 10 382937 

4 26884 27 3944 9648 332 357 12 385945 

5 15326 34 12860 10855 390 319 33 419035 

6 20122 38 9385 11842 323 312 29 436909 

7 21539 30 8318 10063 281 335 30 425254 

8 23328 34 8617 11477 261 338 33 490652 

 

 

 

Figure 40. Sum of population displayed with standard deviation stretch. 
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Figure 41. Average distance displayed with standard deviation stretch. 

 

 

Figure 42. Ratio between population sum and average distance displayed with standard deviation stretch. 
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Figure 43. Population sum and neighbourhoods for locations 1-8. 

 

As seen in Figure 43, Location 1 and 2 covered the most densely populated area and Hovet and 

Globen. Location 3 and 4 covered the least densely populated areas and none of the arenas. Location 

5 and 6 covered Globen and Tele 2 Arena and location 7 and 8 covered Tele 2 Arena. 

Only taking into account the proximity to residences and workplaces represented by the input, the 

most suitable set of entrance locations are 1 and 2. They have the highest population values, large 

neighbourhoods and fairly low average distances. Location 3-6 has better cover of the arenas. The 

clearly least suitable set of locations are 3 and 4 with low population values, small neighbourhoods 

and only medium average distances. 

A new location that can be seen in Figure 44 was identified which covered all the arenas. As seen in 

Table 33, it had less favourable values than location 1 and 2 but more so than the other locations. 
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Figure 44. A location for which the neighbourhood covered all three arenas. 

Table 33. Statistics for a point for which the neighbourhood cover all arenas. 

Location OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Population SUM_Total_Len Av_Len_Pop Av_Len_Point Ratio Neighb_Area 
- 12326 39 14803 13740 322 352 46 475883 
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5.4. Execution Time Results 
As seen in Table 34, the execution time for Network Location Analysis increased greatly with 

increased radius. With increased radius the frequency of population points increased, resulting in a 

greater number of paths. Executions with 200 000 grid points and an average of 40 paths took 

approximately 8 hours. 

Table 34. Execution times recorded. 

Radius [m] Processing Extent 
[km2] 

Pixel Size [m] Number of 
Points 

Time NLA Time IP 

300 1 100 100 00:00:11 00:00:07 

300 1 10 10000 00:02:58 00:07:57 

300 1 1 1000000 out of memory - 

300 3.6 100 360 00:00:20 00:21:41 

300 3.6 10 36000 00:14:22 00:39:27 

300 3.6 1 3600000 out of memory - 

300 20 100 2000 00:00:33 00:01:56 

300 20 10 200000 01:02:32 00:45:48 

300 20 1 20000000 out of memory - 

500 1 100 100 00:00:18 00:00:13 

500 1 10 10000 00:12:42 00:19:39 

500 1 1 1000000 out of memory - 

500 3.6 100 360 00:00:31 00:00:52 

500 3.6 10 36000 01:26:34 02:07:23 

500 3.6 1 3600000 out of memory - 

500 20 100 2000 00:01:17 00:04:33 

500 20 10 200000 08:32:54 12:46:19 

500 20 1 20000000 out of memory - 

900 1 100 100 00:00:41 00:00:44 

900 1 10 10000 02:09:47 01:15:46 

900 1 1 1000000 out of memory - 

900 3.6 100 360 00:02:01 00:02:50 

900 3.6 10 36000 unresolved error - 

900 3.6 1 3600000 out of memory - 

900 20 100 2000 00:05:59 00:13:57 

900 20 10 200000 unresolved error - 

900 20 1 20000000 out of memory - 
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5.5 Analysis 
Applied on the test data, the primary and auxiliary tools works like any standard ArcGIS toolbox. The 

input dialogue and tool tips make it easy to use though some actions cause errors which lack proper 

descriptions and impair the user experience. 

5.5.1. Comparison Analysis 
The neighbourhoods were notably smaller using network distance. Even when using a straight-line 

distance of 80% of the network distance, the network distance based neighbourhoods still had an area 

of 75% and a straight-line radius of 86% of the straight-line distance based neighbourhoods, as seen 

in Table 25. 

5.5.1.1. Focal Sum (A) 

The network distance based neighbourhoods covered a smaller population than the straight-line 

distance based neighbourhoods. Looking at table 25, the population and population points within each 

neighbourhood was 73% and 77% compared to the straight-line distance based neighbourhoods, 

even with reduced straight-line radius. The effect is clearly visible in the equal interval visualization in 

Figure 21 and in the histograms, Figure 23. 

In all visualizations the population cluster to the north -east of the area was visible. However, viewing 

the stretched displays in Figure 19 and 23 a secondary cluster was visible in to the south east near the 

proposed entrance locations. This cluster was not visible in the straight-line distance based 

visualizations. Most likely, the effect is due to the higher accuracy of using network distance and that 

fewer neighbourhoods cover the population points with extreme values. The straight-line based 

neighbourhoods also failed to record the areas with no population within the neighbourhood close to 

high density areas. 

5.5.1.2. Focal proximity (B) 

The distances to the population points were greater using network distance, even though the 

neighbourhoods covered smaller areas than straight-line distance based neighbourhoods. Looking at 

table 26, the average distance within each neighbourhood was 103% of the average distance in the 

Straight-line distance based neighbourhoods, even though the radius was 69%. Looking at Table 27, 

within neighbourhoods derived with network distance, the average distance was 129% whilst the 

radius was 86% compared to neighbourhoods derived with decreased straight-line distance. This is 

also visible looking at the equal interval visualizations in Figure 24 and 27 and the histograms in 

Figure 26 and 29. 

All visualizations showed the same four clusters of population. Nothing points to that network distance 

proximity operations is superior to straight-line based proximity operations for determining the general 

distribution throughout and area. 

No valuable conclusions could be derived from the total distance since it is not normalized and 

increases with increased neighbourhood radius for both network distance based and Euclidian 

distance based operations. 

5.5.1.3. Single Point Analysis (C) 

Reviewing the average statistics and comparing them to the statistics of the single points, the 

difference between straight-line distance and network distance are fairly consistent with the results for 

point 81, especially when using reduced straight-line distance. However, for point 196, the difference 

deviates significantly. Even if it is possible to approximate the network distance by straight-line 

distance, applying the right factor, the approximation will be poor for points were the network 

connectivity is low and the population sparse. 
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Table 35. Mean Network distance values in percent of straight-line distance values and points 81 and 169. 

Compilation of tables 24-31. 

Same Radius 
INPUT_FID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Raduis 

average 51 32 76 103 48 69 

81 55 48 57 91 50 71 

196 37 30 41 96 46 68 

 

RiPlan 
OBJECTID FREQUENCY SUM_Value SUM_Tot_Len SUM_Av_Len Neighb_Area Neighb_Av_Raduis 

average 77 73 100 129 75 86 

81 80 75 101 117 79 89 

196 56 38 74 107 72 85 

 

By viewing the neighbourhood comparisons for point 81 and 196 in Figures 30-33 and the statistics in 

Table 35, it is clear that network distance cannot be approximated with straight-line distance 

accurately for all points if the network and population distribution is not homogenous. 

5.5.1.4. Visualization (D) 

The distance weighted focal sum operation produced the most visually appealing image, Figure 35, 

though the values do not intuitively represent the population density. The results produced with the 

weighted focal sum operation using straight-line distance, Figure 34, were greatly affected by a small 

number of high value population points. Whilst the same effect can be seen in the result derived with 

network distance, Figure 36, it still effectively displayed the distribution of population throughout the 

processing extent. A measure of the accuracy of the network distance based results was the 

distinctive low density areas not visible in the results produced using straight-line distance. 

5.5.2. Utility Analysis 

5.5.2.1. Entire dataset (E) 

The results support the notion that network distance based focal sum can be utilized as a means to 

map population distribution over a larger area. 

5.5.2.2. Sweco Study Area (F) 

The information derived was more accurate than using straight-line distance and of the nature 

described by social planner Årlin and that which was derived during the Sweco Case analysis. In 

addition the result included information on proximity. The neighbourhood polygons made it easy to 

evaluate the cover of interesting points. 

The process was less tedious than creating service areas manually and made it possible to evaluate 

other locations than the candidate points. Since the desired information was derived for all points in 

the grid, it was possible to visualize valuable information as a raster and applying suitable stretch to 

most efficiently display the effect. It was also possible to analyse points other than the candidate 

locations with the same level of detail. 

5.5.3. Execution Time Analysis 
The processing time bottle neck was the number of paths created. With up to 200 000 grid points and 

a population point frequency mean of 40, the result is 8 000 000 paths that is looped through in 

several steps. Such a run took approximately 8 hours to complete. For grid points of over 1 000 000 

points and population point mean frequency, the system ran out of working memory. 
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6. Conclusions and Further Research 

6.1. Conclusions 
The proposed extension of map algebra called Network Location Analysis surpasses existing GIS 

tools when quantifying population distribution as a city planning decision support. Since transport in 

urban environments is constricted to certain paths, the straight-line distance is a poor evaluator of 

actual path distance. Where the conventional focal operations greatest lack of accuracy is the straight-

line distance, the accuracy bottleneck of Network Location Analysis is the quality of input network data 

and locations of the population points. 

The densest location is dependent on both coverage and proximity. The location with the greatest 

coverage is not ideal if all events occur on the fringe of the coverage area, just as a location with a 

small average distance but poor coverage is unsuitable. Network Location Analysis derives intuitive 

data on both effects and permits the user to compare and post-process the results e.g. by performing  

local divisions to calculate ratios or normalize data. 

The possibility to render the neighbourhoods as polygons is an effective complement in determining 

suitability of a location. The polygons are not entirely accurate near the edge due to snapping to the 

network and generalization of the area outside of the network space. However, they allow the user to 

examine the coverage of interesting locations by evaluating size and shape and determine if areas of 

interest that are not represented in the input data are covered. It is also possible to identify all grid 

points that have neighbourhoods that cover a specific location or calculate the population density by 

dividing population by neighbourhood area.  

As the point grid is easily converted into raster, the population distribution can be visualized and 

effects can be highlighted by applying preferred stretches or classifications. The combination of raster 

and neighbourhood polygons is an effective supplement to the set of statistics to assist the user to 

comprehend the results. 

Compared to existing tools, Network Location Analysis has the capacity to evaluate an area as a 

whole, like the Density tools, and each location, like the Network Analysis toolset. In addition it derives 

a set of statistic information without a tedious application of several tools or manually creating service 

areas for each candidate point. The ability to evaluate locations by output instead of deriving output by 

location facilitates identifying the optimal location. 

Network Location Analysis har been implemented within ESRI ArcGIS and works like any other too of 

this application. This makes it user friendly to any user familiar with ArcGIS or similar GIS software. 

The experienced ArcGIS user with some knowledge of basic programming is also able to make 

changes to the code to alter the behaviour of the tool. The option to visualize an attribute field as a 

raster and interactively display the service area of interesting points make the output data manageable 

and easily interpreted. 

The tool does not only serve to acquire the density within the network. Since the cost used is network 

distance, it can also be used to evaluate the network connectivity. One could suspect that within a 

neighbourhood with high event count but large average distance and small area, the network is 

insufficient and measures to improve connectivity can be identified. Also, by analysing the entire 

processing extent, it is possible to observe differences in population distribution within the network 

space when adding or removing paths or barriers. 

Although Network Location Analysis has potential to effectively analyse population distribution in an 

urban environment, for areas and single points alike, it is merely a workflow of pre-existing ArcGIS 

tools. The memory usage, lack of robustness of the tool and rigidity to input greatly impair the time 
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saved compared to standard methods. The lack of extensive testing and the memory required for large 

datasets makes the performance arguable. The computing time and memory usage could be greatly 

reduced by scripting a dedicated tool. Further development is required for any commercial use. 

6.2 Limitations and Further Research 
Network Location Analysis is a powerful complement to standard tools. It generates desired output 

data based on accurate distances that is easy to interpret, visualize and post process. The user can 

effectively compare the population distribution throughout the processing extent, interactively analyse 

points more closely and evaluate the network. Yet its lack of robustness and the inefficiency of the 

implementation and rigidity to input data limit its utility. 

The greatest drawback of the tool is its inability to process large datasets. The current implementation 

saves and rewrites intermediate data redundantly due to the limitation of using pre-existing ArcGIS 

tools in a workflow. A dense point grid and set of population points cause the implementation to 

generate an unmanageable number of paths. Though for a sparser grid and shorter distances, it 

performs according to expectations. 

To avoid extensive processing times, the option is to start out with a large cell size for greater study 

areas in order to locate areas for closer study and narrow the processing extent and decrease the cell 

size. Also, since the efficiency bottleneck is the amount of paths, analysis on dense networks and 

population points is limited to short distances. However, it is at short distances, where approximation 

using straight-line distance is too crude as evaluation, that the need to use network distance is the 

greatest. 

Further development of Network Location Analysis would primarily focus on testing and error handling 

to improve of the tool robustness. Testing should include varying network and population point 

densities and inputs of different data structure and reference system. Some errors can be resolved by 

giving the output name scheme a work-over. 

The execution time and memory usage can easily be greatly reduced by using the python script to 

loop through data and perform calculations. The greatest efficiency bottleneck is the number of paths 

that needs to be saved and looped through. When using ArcGIS tools, the intermediate data is 

processed each time a tool is called. By using a for-loop, all desired data can be calculated from the 

path dataset by looping through it once. Also, the current implementation calculates all paths during 

one step of the algorithm. If all calculations are done for each point in turn, the total memory used is 

reduced by the number of points in the grid. 

To improve the user friendliness the tool could be more adaptable to input. At present the tool is 

dependent on polygon or raster population data being converted into point features. Though a point 

layer is an easy way of managing population data, and the most precise if the points are positioned at 

access points, the user friendliness could be increased by adapting the tool to accept polygon and 

raster population data. It could also be improved by accepting point and line features as processing 

extent to enable analysis on pre-decided locations or along paths or tracks. 

The current solution of managing locations outside the network space is to snap them to the network 

at the closest point. This impedes accuracy, especially if the network is sparse and the location of 

population points are far from their access points. One option, besides pre-processing the population 

data, is to add the straight-line distance between the point and the snapping point to the path length. 

However, considering that the analysis is carried out on features accessible from the network, it could 

be argued that the closest snapping point is the most accurate place to measure from. A possibility is 

to add the option to the input. 

In addition to the isodistance polygons, the routes between grid points and population points can be 

added to the default output. Since the generalization of the neighbourhoods and snapping to the 
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network make the isodistance polygons imperfect, the routes would accurately, if not as clearly depict 

the coverage. The drawback of this option is greater computation time and memory usage to save the 

extensive route data and that it requires organization to properly depict the neighbourhoods. However, 

the experienced user can easily manipulate the code to retrieve them. 

To increase the versatility of the tool, it could be modified to enable splitting the service areas into 

multiple divisions. A way to evaluate proximity is to discretise the coverage and calculate the number 

of people in distance intervals. That would be an intuitive way of quantifying density and is consistent 

with the procedures of the Sweco Case analysis. Another enhancement is to evaluate points with 

overlapping coverages e.g. a service with multiple entrances or locations with competing services 

close by. Though the implementation of this option is too complex to fit within the present algorithm 

and could be considered as an additional auxiliary tool or be left to the user to apply the Network 

Analyst toolset. 

Further development of focal tools with locally derived neighbourhoods would firstly include 

optimization of the algorithm by abandoning the stringed together ArcGIS tools and script a dedicated 

tool. It would be reasonable to devote this effort to development of two more basic focal sum and focal 

proximity tools for more general use and leave it to the user to choose applications and methods of 

post processing of the data. 

Cost based locally derived neighbourhoods are not only applicable to urban environments or vector 

network data. Implemented to accept any feature or raster input, there is a vast array of analytic 

possibilities that would prove more accurate than using straight-line distance. An example could be the 

most profitable location for forest clearing dependant on lumber prices and terrain passability using 

raster data. 

The principle of cost based neighbourhood analysis could also be conducted on three dimensional 

environments. Cost volumes would for example enable analysis on spread of ground pollution 

dependent soil types and bedrock fissures. Likewise, locally derived neighbourhoods are not 

necessarily restricted to cost layers. Using elevation data, the area of sight could be determined for 

each location on a surface to map all locations in line of sight of certain location, or the effects of 

changing the environment. 

Since a standard focal operation use uniform neighbourhoods, locally derived neighbourhoods is a 

powerful addition to analysis associated any type of spatially tied variation. Conceptually, the 

neighbourhood could be derived with any algorithm or elementary mathematical operation just like the 

focal operation itself. 
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Appendices 

A. Network Location Analysis Tool Description 

A.1. Network Location Analysis 

 

Network Location Analysis 

Title Isodistance Polygons 

Summary 

Location Analysis generates data on population distribution through a network on a point feature with 

respect to a value field. A point grid is created within the input polygon feature. Each grid point is 

assigned statistics on the input point features within its neighbourhood as attributes. The statistics 

calculated are value sum, sum of points, total distance to all points and average distance per value unit. 

Usage 

Used to map distribution point events throughout an area and closely analyse specific locations. 

Syntax 

NetworkLocationAnalysis_Network Location Analysis (in_gdb, in_feature, in_network, in_pop, in_field, 

in_dist, in_pxlSize, out_name)  

Parameter Explanation Data Type 

in_gdb Dialog Reference 

The geodatabase workspace where intermediate and output 

files will be stored. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Workspace 

in_feature Dialog Reference 

The polygon feature that represents the study area which will be 

converted into the output point grid. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Feature Layer 

in_network Dialog Reference 

The network file along which all distances will be measured. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Network Dataset 
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in_pop Dialog Reference 

The point feature that contains the numeric value field for which each 

location will be evaluated. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Feature 

Layer 

in_field Dialog Reference 

The numeric value field for which each location will be evaluated. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Field 

in_dist Dialog Reference 

The neighbourhood radius that will be measured through the network. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Double 

in_pxlSize Dialog Reference 

The size of the area represented by each grid point. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Double 

out_name Dialog Reference 

The name of the output file. The file will be storedin the specified 

geodatabase. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

String 

Credits 

Creator: Nore Ottenby. Special thanks to Takeshi Shirabe Mats Dunkars and Christoph Kircher. 

Use limitations 

Network Location Analysis can only be used to evaluate point features. 
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A.2. Isodistance Polygons 

 

  

Isodistance Polygons 

Title Isodistance Polygons 

Summary 

Polygon is created by generalizing the network based neighbourhoods of Network Location Analysis. 

Usage 

Used to visualize the neighbourhoods of output generated by Network Location Analysis. The 

neighbourhood distance will be collected from the first object of the point grid generated by Network 

Location Analysis. 

Syntax 

IsodistancePolygons_Network Location Analysis (in_gdb, in_point, in_network, out_name)  

Parameter Explanation Data Type 

in_gdb Dialog Reference 

The geodatabase workspace where intermediate and output files 

will be stored. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Workspace 

in_point Dialog Reference 

A point grid feature layer created by the Location Analysis Tool. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Feature Layer 

in_network Dialog Reference 

The network used by Network Location Analysis when creating 

the point grid. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Network Dataset 

out_name Dialog Reference 

The name of the output file. The file will be placed in the 

specified geodatabase. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

String 

Credits 

Creator: Nore Ottenby. Special thanks to Takeshi Shirabe, Mats Dunkars and Christoph Kircher. 

Use limitations 

Only the neighbourhoods of Network Location Analysis can be created. 
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A.3. Raster Conversion 

 

 

Raster Conversion 

Title Raster Conversion 

Summary 

Used to convert the output point grid from Network Location Analysis to raster. 

Usage 

The point grid generated by Network Location Analysis will be converted ro raster with specified value 

field as cell value. The pixel size will be collected from the first object in the input point grid. 

Syntax 

RasterConversion_Network Location Analysis (in_gdb, in_point, in_field, out_name)  

Parameter Explanation Data Type 

in_gdb Dialog Reference 

The geodatabase in which output and intermediate files will be 

stored. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Workspace 

in_point Dialog Reference 

Input point grid generated with Network Location Analysis. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Feature Layer 

in_field Dialog Reference 

The value field that will assume the value for each cell in the 

raster. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

Field 

out_name Dialog Reference 

The output file name. The output will be placed in the specified 

geodatabase. 

There is no python reference for this parameter. 

String 

Credits 

Creator: Nore Ottenby. Special thanks to Takeshi Shirabe, Mats Dunkars and Christoph Kircher. 

Use limitations 

Only point grids generated by Network Location Analysis can be converted. 
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B. Untranslated RiPlan Distance Table 

Trafikförvaltningen ger följande råd. 

 

Längsta verkliga  Motsvarar 

Bostadsbebyggelse gångavstånd  fågelvägsavstånd 

Flerbostadshus 500 m  400 m 

Radhus 700 m  550 m 

Gruppvillabebyggelse i tätort 900 m  700 m 

Gruppvillabebyggelse på landsbygd 2000 m  1500 m 

  

 

 För arbetsplatsområden gäller följande värden för att området ska anses ligga inom gångavstånd. 

 

Längsta verkliga  Motsvarar 

Arbetsområde gångavstånd  fågelvägsavstånd 

Hög arbetsplatstäthet
A
   500 m 

 
400 m 

Låg arbetsplatstäthet  700 m  550 m 

  

 

 Anm.: A) Minst en arbetsplats/25 m2 
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C. Network Location Analysis Toolbox Script 
import arcpy 

 

 

class Toolbox(object): 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.label = 'Network Location Analysis' 

        self.alias = 'Network Location Analysis' 

        self.tools = [NetworkLocationAnalysis, RasterConversion, IsodistancePolygons] 

 

 

class NetworkLocationAnalysis(object): 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.label = 'Network Location Analysis' 

        self.description = 'Creates an array of points within the input feature and calculates 

value sum and distance to input point feature aling a network withon a neighbourhood' 

        self.canRunInBackground = False 

 

    def getParameterInfo(self): 

         

        """Parameter 0""" 

        in_gdb = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_gdb', 

            displayName = 'Input Workspace Geodatabase', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Workspace', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        """Parameter 1""" 

        in_feature = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_feature', 

            displayName = 'Input Study Area Polygon Feature', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Feature Layer', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

        in_feature.filter.list = ['Polygon'] 

 

        """Parameter 2""" 

        in_network = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_network', 

            displayName = 'Input Network', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Network Dataset', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        """Parameter 3""" 

        in_pop = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_pop', 

            displayName = 'Input Population Point Feature', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Feature Layer', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

        in_pop.filter.list = ['Point'] 

 

        """Parameter 4""" 

        in_field = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_field', 

            displayName = 'Input Population Value Field', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Field', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

        in_field.parameterDependencies = [in_pop.name] 

        in_field.filter.list = ['Short', 'Long', 'Double', 'Float'] 

 

        """Parameter 5""" 

        in_dist = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_dist', 

            displayName = 'Input Distance', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Double', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        """Parameter 6""" 

        in_pxlSize = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_pxlSize', 
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            displayName = 'Input Cell Size', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Double', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        """Parameter 7""" 

        out_name = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'out_name', 

            displayName = 'Output Name', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'String', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        params = [in_gdb, in_feature, in_network, in_pop, in_field, in_dist, in_pxlSize, 

out_name] 

        return params 

 

    def isLicensed(self): 

        """Set whether tool is licensed to execute.""" 

        return True 

 

    def updateParameters(self, parameters): 

        """Modify the values and properties of parameters before internal 

        validation is performed.  This method is called whenever a parameter 

        has been changed.""" 

        return 

 

    def updateMessages(self, parameters): 

        """Modify the messages created by internal validation for each tool 

        parameter.  This method is called after internal validation.""" 

        return 

 

    def execute(self, parameters, messages): 

 

        """Variable Definition""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Defining Variables') 

 

        gdb = parameters[0].valueAsText 

        feature = parameters[1].valueAsText 

        networkND = parameters[2].valueAsText 

        network = networkND[0:len(networkND) - 6] 

        networkNDJ = network + '_ND_Junctions' 

        pop = parameters[3].valueAsText 

        field = parameters[4].valueAsText 

        dist = parameters[5].value 

        pxlSize = parameters[6].value 

 output = parameters[7].valueAsText 

 

        arcpy.env.workspace = gdb 

 

 

        """Feature to Point Array""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Creating Point Array') 

 

        fieldList = arcpy.ListFields(feature) 

        fieldName = fieldList[0].name 

        raster = arcpy.FeatureToRaster_conversion(feature, fieldName, r'Raster', pxlSize) 

        point = arcpy.RasterToPoint_conversion(raster, output, 'Value') 

         

        fieldMap = r'' + field + ' "' + field + '" true true false 8 Double 0 0 ,First,#,' + 

pop + ',' + field + ',-1,-1' 

        pop = arcpy.FeatureClassToFeatureClass_conversion(pop, gdb, 'Pop', '#', fieldMap, '#') 

 

        arcpy.Delete_management(raster, 'RasterDataset') 

 

 

        """Closest Facility Layer""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Creating Closest Facility Layer') 

 

        arcpy.MakeClosestFacilityLayer_na(networkND, 'Closest Facility', 'Length', 

'TRAVEL_FROM', dist, '9999', '#', 'ALLOW_UTURNS', '#', 'NO_HIERARCHY', '#', 

'TRUE_LINES_WITH_MEASURES', '#', 'NOT_USED') 

        searchCriteria = network + ' SHAPE;' + networkNDJ + ' NONE' 

        searchQuery = network + ' #;' + networkNDJ + ' #' 

        arcpy.AddLocations_na('Closest Facility', 'Facilities', pop, '#', '5000 Meters', '#', 

searchCriteria, 'MATCH_TO_CLOSEST', 'APPEND', 'SNAP', '0 Meters', 'INCLUDE', searchQuery) 
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        arcpy.AddLocations_na('Closest Facility', 'Incidents', point, '#', '5000 Meters', '#', 

searchCriteria, 'MATCH_TO_CLOSEST', 'APPEND', 'SNAP', '0 Meters', 'INCLUDE', searchQuery) 

 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Solving Closest Facility') 

        arcpy.Solve_na('Closest Facility', 'SKIP', 'TERMINATE', '#') 

 

        """Overlay and Calculation""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Overlaying') 

 

        arcpy.JoinField_management(r'Closest Facility\Routes', 'FacilityID', pop, 'OBJECTID', 

field) 

        arcpy.Delete_management(pop, 'FeatureClass') 

        arcpy.AddFieldToAnalysisLayer_na('Closest Facility', 'Routes', 'Average_Length', 

'DOUBLE', '9', '#', '#', '#', 'NULLABLE') 

 

        arcpy.CalculateField_management(r'Closest Facility\Routes', 'Average_Length', 

'[Total_Length] * [' + field + ']', 'VB', '#') 

 

        stats = arcpy.Statistics_analysis(r'Closest Facility\Routes', r'Stats', field + ' 

SUM;Total_Length SUM;Average_Length SUM', 'IncidentID') 

 

        arcpy.CalculateField_management(stats, 'SUM_Average_Length', '!SUM_Average_Length! / 

!SUM_' + field + '!', 'PYTHON_9.3', '#') 

        arcpy.JoinField_management(point, 'OBJECTID', stats, 'IncidentID', 'FREQUENCY;SUM_' + 

field + ';SUM_Total_Length;SUM_Average_Length') 

        arcpy.Delete_management(r'Stats', 'Table') 

 

        arcpy.DeleteField_management(point, 'pointid;grid_code') 

 

        cursor = arcpy.UpdateCursor(point) 

        fd = 'SUM_' + field 

        for row in cursor: 

            if row.getValue('FREQUENCY') == None: 

                row.setValue('FREQUENCY', 0) 

                cursor.updateRow(row) 

            if row.getValue(fd) == None: 

                row.setValue(fd, 0) 

                cursor.updateRow(row) 

 

        arcpy.AddField_management(point, 'Distance', 'DOUBLE', '9', '#', '#', '#', 'NULLABLE', 

'NON_REQUIRED', '#') 

        arcpy.AddField_management(point, 'Pixel_Size', 'DOUBLE', '9', '#', '#', '#', 

'NULLABLE', 'NON_REQUIRED', '#') 

 

        cursor = arcpy.UpdateCursor(point) 

        row = cursor.next() 

        row.setValue('Distance', dist) 

        row.setValue('Pixel_Size', pxlSize) 

        cursor.updateRow(row) 

 

 

        """Display""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Adding to Display') 

 

        mapDocument = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument('CURRENT') 

        dataFrame = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mapDocument,'*')[0] 

        newLayer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(gdb + '\\' + output) 

        arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(dataFrame, newLayer,'TOP') 

 

        #arcpy.SaveToLayerFile_management(r'Closest Facility', 

r'C:\path\ClosestFacility')#Uncomment and edit path to retrive the Closest Facility Layer 

 

        return 

 

 

class IsodistancePolygons(object): 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.label = 'Isodistance Polygons' 

        self.description = 'Creates isodistance polygons for each point and relating each 

point to the corresponding polygon' 

        self.canRunInBackground = False 

 

    def getParameterInfo(self): 

 

        """Parameter 0""" 

        in_gdb = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_gdb', 
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            displayName = 'Input Workspace Geodatabase', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Workspace', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        """Parameter 1""" 

        in_point = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_point', 

            displayName = 'Input Point Feature', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Feature Layer', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

        in_point.filter.list = ['Point'] 

 

        """Parameter 2""" 

        in_network = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_network', 

            displayName = 'Input Network', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Network Dataset', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        """Parameter 3""" 

        out_name = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'out_name', 

            displayName = 'Output Name', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'String', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        params = [in_gdb, in_point, in_network, out_name] 

        return params 

 

    def isLicensed(self): 

        """Set whether tool is licensed to execute.""" 

        return True 

 

    def updateParameters(self, parameters): 

        """Modify the values and properties of parameters before internal 

        validation is performed.  This method is called whenever a parameter 

        has been changed.""" 

        return 

 

    def updateMessages(self, parameters): 

        """Modify the messages created by internal validation for each tool 

        parameter.  This method is called after internal validation.""" 

        return 

 

    def execute(self, parameters, messages): 

         

        """Variable Definition""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Defining Variables') 

 

        gdb = parameters[0].valueAsText 

        point = parameters[1].valueAsText 

        networkND = parameters[2].valueAsText 

 network = networkND[0:len(networkND) - 6] 

        networkNDJ = network + '_ND_Junctions' 

 output = parameters[3].valueAsText 

 

        cursor = arcpy.UpdateCursor(point) 

        row = cursor.next() 

        dist = row.getValue('Distance') 

 

        arcpy.env.workspace = gdb 

 

 

        """Servise Area""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Creating Service Area Layer') 

 

        arcpy.MakeServiceAreaLayer_na(networkND, 'Service Area', 'Length', 'TRAVEL_TO', dist, 

'DETAILED_POLYS', 'NO_MERGE', 'RINGS', 'TRUE_LINES_WITH_MEASURES', 'OVERLAP', 'NO_SPLIT', '#', 

'#', 'ALLOW_UTURNS', '#', 'NO_TRIM_POLYS', '100 Meters', 'NO_LINES_SOURCE_FIELDS', 

'NO_HIERARCHY', '#') 

        searchCriteria = network + ' SHAPE;' + networkNDJ + ' NONE' 

        searchQuery = network + ' #;' + networkNDJ + ' #' 
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        arcpy.AddLocations_na('Service Area', 'Facilities', point, '#', '5000 Meters', '#', 

searchCriteria, 'MATCH_TO_CLOSEST', 'APPEND', 'SNAP', '0 Meters', 'INCLUDE', searchQuery) 

 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Solving Service Area') 

 arcpy.Solve_na('Service Area', 'SKIP', 'TERMINATE', '#') 

 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Converting to Feature') 

        arcpy.FeatureClassToFeatureClass_conversion(r'Service Area\Polygons', gdb, output, 

'#', r'FacilityID "FacilityID" true true true 4 Long 0 0 ,First,#,\SAPolygons,FacilityID,-1,-

1;FromBreak "FromBreak" true true true 8 Double 0 0 ,First,#,\SAPolygons,FromBreak,-1,-

1;ToBreak "ToBreak" true true true 8 Double 0 0 ,First,#,\SAPolygons,ToBreak,-1,-1', '#') 

        arcpy.CreateRelationshipClass_management(point, output, 'Relationship', 'SIMPLE', 

output, 'Point', 'NONE', 'ONE_TO_ONE', 'NONE', 'OBJECTID', 'FacilityID', '#', '#') 

 

        """Display""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Adding to Display') 

 

        mapDocument = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument('CURRENT') 

        dataFrame = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mapDocument,'*')[0] 

        newLayer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(gdb + '\\' + output) 

        arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(dataFrame, newLayer,'TOP') 

 

        return 

 

 

class RasterConversion(object): 

    def __init__(self): 

        self.label = 'Raster Conversion' 

        self.description = 'Converts the point array to a raster layer using specified field 

as value' 

        self.canRunInBackground = False 

 

    def getParameterInfo(self): 

 

        """Parameter 0""" 

        in_gdb = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_gdb', 

            displayName = 'Input Workspace Geodatabase', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Workspace', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        """Parameter 1""" 

        in_point = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_point', 

            displayName = 'Input Point Feature', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Feature Layer', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

        in_point.filter.list = ['Point'] 

 

        """Parameter 2""" 

        in_field = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'in_field', 

            displayName = 'Input Value Field', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'Field', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

        in_field.parameterDependencies = [in_point.name] 

        in_field.filter.list = ['Short', 'Long', 'Double', 'Float'] 

 

        """Parameter 3""" 

        out_name = arcpy.Parameter( 

            name = 'out_name', 

            displayName = 'Output Name', 

            direction = 'Input', 

            datatype = 'String', 

            parameterType = 'Required') 

 

        params = [in_gdb, in_point, in_field, out_name] 

        return params 

 

    def isLicensed(self): 

        """Set whether tool is licensed to execute.""" 

        return True 

 

    def updateParameters(self, parameters): 
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        """Modify the values and properties of parameters before internal 

        validation is performed.  This method is called whenever a parameter 

        has been changed.""" 

        return 

 

    def updateMessages(self, parameters): 

        """Modify the messages created by internal validation for each tool 

        parameter.  This method is called after internal validation.""" 

        return 

 

    def execute(self, parameters, messages): 

         

        """Variable Definition""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Defining Variables') 

 

        gdb = parameters[0].valueAsText 

        point = parameters[1].valueAsText 

        field = parameters[2].valueAsText 

 output = parameters[3].valueAsText 

 

        cursor = arcpy.UpdateCursor(point) 

        row = cursor.next() 

        pxlSize = row.getValue('Pixel_Size') 

 

        arcpy.env.workspace = gdb 

 

 

        """Feature to Raster""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Converting Point Array to Raster') 

 

        arcpy.FeatureToRaster_conversion(point, field, output, pxlSize) 

 

 

        """Display""" 

        arcpy.AddMessage('Adding to Display') 

 

        mapDocument = arcpy.mapping.MapDocument('CURRENT') 

        dataFrame = arcpy.mapping.ListDataFrames(mapDocument,'*')[0] 

        newLayer = arcpy.mapping.Layer(gdb + '\\' + output) 

        arcpy.mapping.AddLayer(dataFrame, newLayer,'TOP') 

 

        return 


